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1. Have a Steam version of Half-life 2 (or episodes).2. Have Source SDK 2013 Singleplayer which installed via Steam.3. In the properties of Source SDK 2013 Singleplayer under beta must be specified as upcoming.4. Thundersleaves folder should be located in the sourcemods directory. Example: D:/Steam/steamapps/sourcemods/Thundersleaves Thundergun
Damage /Zero (a close range direct hit will always be a kill, from mid-long range zombies will only be thrown backwards with zero damage) Magazine Size 2 (4 when Pack-a-Punched) Cost ( Zombies ) 950 ( Mystery Box ) Starting Ammunition 2+12 (4+24 when Pack-a-Punched) Reload Time 2 seconds Recoil Very Low Fire Mode Semi-automatic Used by Primis
Ultimis Consolecodename(s) thundergun The Thundergun is one of the most useful weapons in Zombies Mode, especially when another player is downed. It can clear huge amounts of the undead with minimum effort, which can help the player reach the downed player extremely easily. It can kill multiple zombies without hassle and can save the player's life,

but the downside is its short range. Despite being unusable, the Thundergun also makes an appearance in Five in the weapons-testing lab, suggesting that the Thundergun was found by the United States and was being reverse engineered by the Pentagon. The Thundergun is one of the most useful weapons in Zombies Mode, especially when another player is
downed. It can clear huge amounts of the undead with minimum effort, which can help the player reach the downed player extremely easily.
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